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Health Mate Sauna Customers

WELCOME TO THE HEALTH MATE FAMILY! 
We want to make sure your sauna is in 100% when it arrives to you. More and more saunas in transit 
are likely to get damaged.  

To keep costs down for everyone, it is imperative to work together to reject damaged saunas upon 
arrival. We need to ensure you are well educated on what to look for when accepting your brand new 
sauna.

If you find a forklift penetration puncture in the cardboard box, like the one attached, you will need to 
reject this shipment immediately. Health Mate will send another sauna out at no charge to you. 
Otherwise, Health Mate will not cover the cost of replacement, repair, or return.
 
In the past, customers have signed for delivery and then claimed they didn’t see the box damage. This 
is because you don’t know what exactly to look for. We are here to help! 
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If  you sign for the load and THEN claims it’s profoundly damaged, we will ask you directly for photos 
of the packaging material, including each side of all the boxes that were shipped. If the photos show 
evidence of puncture holes, then Health Mate Sauna will not be responsible for replacing this damaged 
part or panel, as that is damage that should have been noted before signing for the delivery. It will be 
the your responsibility to get the panel replaced.
 
However, if the box has no damage and the damage was concealed, we will gladly work with you to 
figure out an amicable solution immediately. Concealed damage happens, and we understand this is out 
of everyone’s control. You will have 48 hours to open up the box and within the 48 hours must contact 
Health Mate Sauna about the concealed damage.

IMPORTANT: Health Mate Sauna requires comprehensive photo evidence of the packaging to 
determine the outcome of each case.
 
To make this easier, we have included a damaged sauna YouTube link. This minute long video clearly 
demonstrates what to look for when accepting or rejecting saunas. Click Photo for Link Below:


